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PROBLEM
Texture mapping requires UV-maps, and UV-maps (in

general) require texture seams; texture seams (in general)

cause small visual artifacts in rendering; these can be

prevented by careful, slight modifications of a few texels

around the seam.

Unfortunately, GPU-based texture compression schemes

are lossy and introduce their own slight modifications of

texture values, nullifying that effort.

The result is that texture compression may reintroduce the

visual artifacts at seams.

We modify a standard texture compression algorithm to

make it aware of texture seams, resulting in compressed

textures that still prevent the seam artifacts.

RELATED WORK 1
The problem of visual artifact at texture seams has been

identified [7] and countered using several approaches.

The most obvious countermeasure is to limit the amount

of seams, and to carefully locate them in areas where the

artifacts it will be less evident or less disturbing. This

difficult to formalize objective is implicitly sought by

many digital artists constructing the UV-map, and,

incidentally, is one of the characteristics making

automatic UV-map construction differ from the ones

authored by digital artists. Automatic approaches have

been proposed. [5] constructs UV-maps by restricting

texture seams to the axis-aligned case, which is artifact

free; [3] tweaks an both an existing UV-map and an

existing texture image to minimize artifacts. In our work,

we consider the technique [6], which is a simple approach

that tweaks solely the texel values, for a similar results.

Unfortunately, all these approach rely on careful selection

of texel values, which are impacted by texture

compression.
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Standard DXT1 compression

• Block-based Encoding 

(4×4 texel blocks)

• 2 Colors (16-bit RGB 5:6:5)

• 4 possible linear interpolations

• 64 bits per block (32 + 2×16)

For each 4×4 texel block:

(1) Consider 16 texels as pts 

in RGB space

(2) Find 1st principal axis a 

(3) Project pixels on a

(4) Find extremes C0, C1 of segment

(5) Quantize per-texel

parametric position on segment

Can you spot the artifact at the texture seam?

Get our implementation from GitHub: https://github.com/maggio-a/seamless-compressed-textures
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RELATED WORK 2
Texture images consume GPU-RAM, which is a scarce,

resource, making texture compression essential.

Compression schemes for textures differ from other

image compression schemes in that individual texel

values must be accessible (during per fragment

processing) in constant time, while keeping the image

compressed in GPU-RAM.

As a consequence, texture compression schemes are

lossy, with a fixed compression ratio, and a comparably

unfavourable trade-off between quality loss and space

occupancy. Examples include simple schemes such as

palette (or color-map) compression, or quantization of

RGB channels, and more sophisticated schemes such as

3Dc, A8L8 (often employed for normal maps), and DXT

schemes (S3TC) [2].

Here. we consider the case of the DTX1 schema, which is

a S3TC schema designed for RGB images, popular in

games etc, featuring a 1:6 compression ratio. There are

several algorithms to compress an image under this

schema, like [1], which we adapt for our purposes.

RELATED WORK 1
The problem of visual artifacts at texture seams has

been identified [7] and countered using several

approaches. The most obvious countermeasure is to limit

the number of seams and carefully place them in areas

where the artifacts will be less evident or less disturbing.

This difficult to formalize objective is implicitly sought

by many digital artists constructing the UV-map, and,

incidentally, is one of the characteristics making

automatic UV-map construction differ from the ones

authored by digital artists. Automatic approaches have

been proposed. [5] constructs UV-maps by restricting

texture seams to the axis-aligned case, which is artifact-

free; [3] tweaks both an existing UV-map and an existing

texture image to minimize artifacts. In our work, we

consider the technique [6], which is a simple approach

that achieves similar results by only adjusting the texel

values. Unfortunately, all these approaches rely on careful

selection of texel values, which are impacted by texture

compression.

RELATED WORK 2
Texture images consume GPU-RAM, which is a scarce

resource, making texture compression essential.

Compression schemes for textures differ from other

image compression schemes in that individual texel

values must be accessible (during per-fragment

processing) in constant time, while keeping the image

compressed in GPU-RAM.

As a consequence, texture compression schemes are

lossy, with a fixed compression ratio, and a comparably

unfavorable trade-off between quality loss and space

occupancy. Examples include simple schemes such as

palette (or color-map) compression, quantization of RGB

channels, and more sophisticated schemes such as 3Dc,

A8L8 (often employed for normal maps), and DXT

schemes (S3TC) [2].

Here. we consider the case of the DXT1 schema, which is

an S3TC schema designed for RGB images, popular in

video games etc, featuring a 1:6 compression ratio. There

are several algorithms to compress an image under this

schema, like [1], which we adapt for our purposes.

        

             

         

            

      

        

      

        

           

 

24 bits per texel

4 bits per texel!

Color deviation
(total RGB differences

with input)

Color discontinuity at seams
(total RGB differences at seam-edges)

THE BETTER
TRADE-OFF

INPUT

seam

Uncompressed 

(24 bits per texel)

DXT1 

(4 bits per texel)

New Compressed Seam Masking

• Makes texture color match 

along mesh seams

• Considering 

texture bilinear interpolation

and DXT1 decoding

Given input texture I:

(1) Compute a seam-masked texture 

with Standard Seam Masking

(2) Compress it in DXT1 using any

standard DXT1 compression

(3) Solve global LS system anew, 

but with per-block colors C0, C1

as 3D variables
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Standard Seam Masking

• Makes texture color match 

along mesh seams

• Considering 

texture bilinear interpolation

linear functions in C0, C1

(for a given block encoding)
a

bilinear combinations of texel(i,j)

Color conservation equations (1 per texel)

texel(i, j) = I(i, j).rgb

Seam energy equations (1 per sample 𝑝𝑖)

texture2D(𝑢0
𝑖 ) = texture2D(𝑢1

𝑖)

Given input texture I:

(1) Sample mesh seam-edges 

at uniform discrete intervals 𝑝𝑖
(2) Compute color conservation equations

(3) Compute seamless equations

(4) Solve min 𝐸𝐶 + 𝛼𝐸𝑆 (we use 𝛼 = 2);

as a global Least Squares system 

with texels as 3D variables
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